The #statmathfamily continues to search for traces and for this we are looking for you as a

Data Science Working student (m/f/d)
You can expect a young and highly motivated company, exciting projects in the areas of
Industry 4.0, IIoT, business intelligence solutions and first-class development partnerships
with international IT and software companies. In this open-minded environment, you will not
only develop our products, but also yourself.
Your benefits:
§ Interesting tasks in the field of data science and artificial intelligence for industrial applications
§ Long-term future perspectives in a young, growing company and the associated opportunities for career
advancement
§ Professional software development in an agile work environment
§ Intensive training by your mentor
§ A familiar working atmosphere with a flat company hierarchy and a lot of varied experiences at regular company
events
§ Company health management: weekly company sports with a personal trainer and mental coaching as well as
various models in the area of company pension plans
§ Flexible working hours (20h/week) and appropriate consideration during periods of examinations
§ Free drinks (coffee, tea, water), a cereal bar and a canteen
§ Central location: very good freeway connections and excellent public transport connections

Your tasks:

Your qualifications:

§ You actively participate in existing projects and after
your training period independently take on smallscale modeling tasks
§ You transfer models and algorithms into given
programming languages
§ You are responsible for quality assurance and
document algorithms and program codes
§ You are enthusiastic about modern, team-oriented
work in the scrum process and like to contribute
your own ideas

§ Ongoing studies in mathematics, physics,
informatics, mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering or a comparable course of study
(bachelor or master)
§ First practical experience in statistical data
analysis and machine learning is desirable
§ Basic knowledge of the programming languages
python or matlab
§ Reliable, independent and problemsolving
oriented way of working

For further information please contact us at 0271 - 319 28 001
or by e-mail at jobs@statmath.de

